
SHWIPES
Sh*t Wipes – new throw-away gloves for 
                        removing dog’s mess from shoes

DILEMMA:  They say it’s lucky but let’s face it, treading in dog’s muck really puts you in an 
irreversible quandary! Once this happens whether on the pavement or in the park there doesn’t 
seem to be ANYTHING at hand to wipe it away with – we try to scrub it off with twigs, sticks and 
even tissue paper but nothing seems to clean it properly.  Worse still, when we’re on our way to 
work or heading out and won’t be home for a while there’s that unforgiving response we get from 
peers as you just cannot deny that stench of dog’s digestion lingering on your shoe!  Having to bear 
with this all day is not just unpleasant but dangerously unhygienic as the germs can spread.  What 
exactly are you expected to do?

POSSIBLE SOLUTION:  We see how dog owners are made to clear up after their pets with brilliant 
solutions like pooper-scooper gloves, quick, clean and convenient yet nothing like this is available for 
pedestrians unfortunate to step in their stuff!   

What would be needed is a disposable rubber glove similar to the pooper-scooper and suited to 
either hand that can similarly fold inside-out after use.   This glove would need to have an ABRASIVE

surface like a scouring pad and be embedded with disinfectant to successfully scrub and clean 
stubborn mess from the soles of shoes.  The glove’s abrasive disinfectant surface would clean away 
the mess properly where a sharp seam protruding at the tip of the glove’s index finger could scrub 
out those awkward narrow grooves that some rubber soles have (loafers, trainers etc) which shit 

typically gets lodged into for days!

index finger with ‘scraping’ seam---------------------

Abrasive glove impregnated with
disinfectant



          

The abrasive surface of the glove scrubs away dog mess in all the awkward places with
a clean disinfectant finish killing germs and leaving it fresh
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A seamed ridge on the fingertip gets 
into all those difficult grooves where 

feces seem determined to stay!

And just like the pooper-scoop glove you 
turn it inside out for disposal after use


